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T
he global advertising business is in the 
unique position of being both predictable 
and ever changing. Predictable because, 

in recent years – come rain or shine – digital 
ad spend has crept steadily upwards; and 
ever changing thanks to the bewildering 
wealth of new ad formats, platforms and 
opportunities that the business has at 
its fingertips. This is especially true of 
music business advertising, as musical 
consumption has moved from CDs to 
streaming, while the media that would 
traditionally carry music industry ads have 
undergone their own turbulent changes. 

That’s not to say that the music 
industry has stopped putting up billboards, 
advertising in Rolling Stone or targeting 
prime-time TV slots. Rather, these more 
traditional activities have been joined by 
everything from retargeting to Sponsored 
Songs, influencer marketing and brand 
alliances in the search for a better ROI on the 
advertising dollar. 

 Scaling up and down 

With such variety on offer, the question 
of what advertising actually works for the 
music business in 2017 is a tricky one. 
Much depends on the act in question and 
attendant budgets. Neil Blanket, head of 
marketing for Mute, says that while most 
of his label’s budget is through Facebook, 
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 In the old days, an “ad campaign” was about booking some magazine ads, sticking up a few posters, maybe getting a spot in a primetime  
 TV ad break – then sitting back and hoping for the best. Today, ad campaigns have to adapt to the vagaries of the platforms where  
 the biggest number of fans are likely to be – and they have to be able to change direction at the drop of a hat. They are infinitely more  
 measurable in terms of ROI, but this also means there are infinitely more moving parts to attend to. We look at this ever-changing  
 landscape and how ad campaigns can be scaled up or scaled down as required, why banner ads are likely to be decommissioned  
 soon, what Sponsored Songs on Spotify could mean, why ad-blockers are not proving to be the great plague of locusts some feared  
 and what the Facebook/Google duopoly will mean for online ads in the coming years. 
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Instagram and occasionally Twitter, Mute 
will scale up depending on the project. 
“Some projects will see spend go on banner 
ads and similar ad formats; and then with 
projects like  New Order and Goldfrapp , we 
will also go down a more traditional route 
with outdoor, print and radio,” he says.

Fellow UK indie Cherry Red takes a 
similarly mixed approach, dividing its 
advertising spend between print and 
digital, with Facebook – a name that plays 
a huge role in music industry advertising – 
accounting for the majority of the latter. “ 
 Facebook advertising  works great for 
us as the majority of the time we are 
working with heritage acts that already 
have a pretty decent-sized following on 
that platform – plus our demographic is 
older and matches that of the platform; 
and more often than not, there are very 
obvious related artists or bands we 
can target,” Cherry Red digital manager 
Richard Martin explains.

COVERFEATURE
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and thumb-stopping creative always have 
the most cut through.”

 Banner ads: more  
 banned than bandied 
With digital advertising moving forward at 
such a rapid pace, 
it is perhaps no 
surprise that the 
humble banner 
ad – now in its third 
decade of existence 
– finds little favour. 
Charlie Biles, digital 
strategy manager 
at PIAS UK, says he 
personally doubts the 
effectiveness  

His colleague Lauren Archer, digital project 
coordinator at Cherry Red, explains that the 
label is currently enjoying strong results from 
video advertising on Facebook “where we 
can show off our releases along with some 
audio in tailor-made teasers”. 

“These have become an integral part of 
most of the campaigns we work on now; and 
since Instagram has increased the maximum 
length of video to a minute, there is far 
greater potential there,” she says.

Facebook-owned Instagram is, as you 
might imagine for such a fast-growing 
platform, another pillar of music industry ad 
spend. Maddy Smith, senior digital marketing 
manager at Capitol Records UK and who 
oversees digital advertising for the label, 
explains that she has seen strong results 
recently with Instagram Story ads. “It’s 
different for each artist [as to what works 
best], but we are having good results recently 
with Instagram Story ads,” she explains. “Ad 
units that allow us to create eye-catching 

of what he calls “your standard  
 Google AdWords  banners”. 

“When we’re viewing sites, our eyes 
naturally gravitate towards the actual 
content we’re there for,” he explains. “The 
things around it are just noise and we shut 
them off. I can’t remember the last time I 

actually engaged 
with a banner ad.” 

Even so, he 
believes banners 
can fit into a 
campaign if, say, a 
band wishes to sell 
merchandise from 
their own online 
store. “A merch 
item retargeting 
list built from web 

ONLINE ADVERTISING – A BRIEF GUIDE
AdMob – Google’s mobile advertising platform.
AdWords – Google’s online advertising service, based on cookies and keywords.
Banner ads – a simple promotional message on a website, made up of text and/or graphics.
Email marketing – sending promotional messages via email.
Google Display Ads – contextual banner ads used in the Google Display Network, which includes Google 
properties such as YouTube and Gmail, as well as third parties.
Google Search Ads – adverts appear alongside Google search results.
Influencer marketing – paying “influential” social media users to promote your products.
Interstitial ads – full-screen ads that cover the interface of their host app.
Native advertising – advertising that matches the style of the platform on which it appears.
PPC ads – pay-per-click, an online advertising model where advertisers pay when an ad is clicked on.
Promoted Posts – Facebook/Instagram adverts that let advertisers pay to promote a single post on their 
business pages. See also Twitter’s Promoted Tweets. 
Retargeting/remarketing – adverts that take into account the user’s web history.
Search engine marketing (SEM) – promoting websites via increased visibility on search engine results.
Sponsored Songs – a Spotify feature that allows labels to pay to have songs appear on playlists.



store visits set to run three days after a 
person visits can achieve great results; but 
pushing a Spotify ad to an album doesn’t 
hold any value or ROI,” he adds.

Cherry Red’s Martin is another critic of 
banner ads. 

“We have not seen any decent results 
from banner or pop-up ads on third-party 
sites and personally, as a consumer, I find 
those kind of brash, blatant ads irritating 
and intrusive,” he says, adding that 
Cherry Red has “always been warned off 
advertising on Twitter, so we’ve avoided that 
so far”. 

“We feel that it isn’t possible to get 
granular enough with targeting to hit the 
niches we need to [on Twitter],” he explains. 

 Reapportioning digital  
 ad budgets on the fly 

Weighed against these failures is the  
fact that online advertising can be tested far 
more easily than physical advertising and 
halted if it isn’t working.  “If we  
 see an ad isn’t performing that  
 well we can quickly stop it and  
 reapportion the budget to better  
 performing ads,”  says Smith.

Universal UK (Capitol’s parent company) 
has its own in-house data tools to measure 
the success of digital ads and there are 
other fairly simple ways of measuring ROI. 
“We can see pretty immediately whether 
ads have created an uplift by monitoring 
streaming charts and so on,” Smith says. “If 
we have pointed ads towards one particular 
retailer, we can track whether this has 
created a spike in consumption pretty much 
immediately. We also use Linkfire for our 
tracked retail links, which give us a great 
insight in to user journey.”

COVERFEATURE
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This approach works well for advertising 
that drives consumption. For social 
advertising, however – which typically 
intends to create awareness – the question 
of measurement can be more complicated. 
“With a lot of social advertising, you’re paying 
to surface the content,” Biles says. “The 
hope being you can entice people to engage 
with the act to build a fanbase and hopefully, 
fingers crossed, those people will eventually 
convert into a ‘customer’.” Biles adds that 
if labels set an objective for their social 
advertising – be it video views, Facebook 
likes or any number of other criteria – the 
result of that advertising will be far easier to 
assess.

 Will Spotify’s Sponsored  
 Songs sing? 
Much as music consumption is changing, so 
too is music advertising, with one company – 
Spotify – at the centre of both. In June 2017, 
the company launched Sponsored Songs, 
which it described as “a product test for 
labels to promote singles on the free tier”, 
allowing labels to pay to have Sponsored 
Songs appear on playlists. One month 
earlier, Spotify beta launched its Ad Studio, 

drill down is US-specific, but there are 
loads of functions in the UK, too. I wouldn’t 
be surprised if, in the next few months, 
we’re going to see Spotify’s desktop 
[app] change considerably to let more 
advertising in.”

opening its previously pricey ad platform up 
to smaller budgets.

The former initiative has proven rather 
controversial among the music industry, 
raising the spectre of mixing church and 
state. Cherry Red’s Archer says  
she doesn’t like the idea of the  
Sponsored Song “in the same way I dislike  
 Promoted Tweets  on Twitter”, but Biles is 
more positive. “I actually quite like the idea of 
Sponsored Songs,” he says. “Yes, it’s a bit pay 
to play, but it feels a much more intuitive way 
of getting a track in front of potential fans.”

Ad Studio has enjoyed a generally 
warmer reception. Sammy Andrews, 
founder of Deviate Digital and a beta 
partner of the initiative, told music:)ally’s 
Sandbox Summit conference in October, 
“The features that they’re looking at 
rolling out there are actually great. The 

THE CRIBS FALL FOUL OF  
ADVERTISING RESTRICTIONS

Despite the world of opportunities 
that digital advertising offers, music 
industry marketers may still run 
into unexpected problems online. 
Earlier this year, for example, The 
Orchard faced difficulties when 
advertising The Cribs’ new album, 

24-7 Rock Star Shit, due to the swear word in its title, as the 
company’s director of interactive marketing, Dan Griffiths, 
told sandbox recently.

“I was already aware that you aren’t allowed to swear in 
digital advertising. It’s a given, really. But there are rules that 
exist that I wasn’t aware of. On Twitter, you’re not allowed to 
run advertising if you’re seen to be overly swearing on your 
profile in general,” he explained.

“The band were retweeting a lot of the talk about the 
album which obviously had a swear word in it. You’re not 
allowed to have swear words in the bio or the header of 
your account – which we obviously didn’t. We were also 
running ads on Amazon AMS, their marketing service to list 
products at the top of search.”

He added, “Although the advertising for that didn’t include 
swear words in it, we were obviously having to pull the 
album in as that was the product we were hoping to sell. But 
when you naturally do that, it lists the product alongside the 
ad. That was causing an issue. So two of the ad platforms 
we were intending to use had to be scrapped, basically.”



COVERFEATURE
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SPOTIFY AD STUDIO
Perhaps the most important change to Spotify’s 
advertising platform is the minimum level of spend 
required for advertisers to use it. In some territories, 
this has historically been as high as £7,000 – which 
may exceed the total online advertising budget of 
small artists and campaigns by 10 times or more. 

In the US, Spotify’s Ad Studio has a minimum buy 
in of $250, which is much more realistic for a smaller 
campaign and fits into the “anyone can afford to 
advertise with us” ethos that makes Facebook’s ad 
business so accessible and valuable. 

Spotify’s Ad Studio also simplifies the audio ad 
creation process, requiring only a script, a square 
image and an advertising destination; whereas 
running Spotify audio ads in most of the world 
requires finding a voice actor, recording and 
producing the audio of the ad – and then submitting 
it to Spotify. 

The evolution of this platform has to really include 
deeper metrics – things like “percentage clicks 
converted to streams” or “earned streams” in the 
ways that YouTube presents advertisers with data 
in a transparent way, in order to continually justify 
receiving high levels of spend from the industry. 
That said, there will still be countless brands, such 
as Jaguar and Bacardi, happy to pour hundreds of 
thousands of dollars into the platform all in the hope 
of receiving a brand association with music.  

Snapchat pixels
Marketers have written off Snapchat in many ways, 
with the emergence of Instagram Stories and the 
following exodus of influencers from the platform. Yet 
paid advertising spend increased in Snapchat by 73% 
in Q3 of this year, as reported by 4C Insights. 

With features like Snap Maps allowing real-world 
insights to location-based marketing, different types 
of businesses and different types of location-based 
advertising are helping marketers understand what 
in-app activities influence potential buyers best. And 
Snapchat has also just raised its tracking abilities, 
now giving advertisers the ability to utilise retargeting 
pixels. 

Much as they do with Facebook and other 
platforms that allow marketers to place pixels, 
Snap’s newest tool will allow marketers to measure 
acquisition, performance, growth and revenue driven 
by Snapchat, be it across website visits, purchases or 
sign-ups. 

Keeping in mind our retargeting Sandbox Report, 
this will also be a major step in how we perform 
cross-platform and cross-device marketing more 
effectively.                By Music Ally’s Wesley T A’Harrah

 Ad-blockers unblocked 

Other new initiatives that are exciting music 
industry marketers include outstream 
video, a new video ad format that is inserted 
into a traditional display ad space, typically 
between paragraphs of text or images; 
the arrival on Instagram of Facebook’s 
fast-loading full-screen Canvas ads; and 
sponsored 3D World Lenses on Snapchat, 
which opens the platform’s AR feature 
to brands. “If this is adopted wider and 
made affordable, it’ll be very interesting to 
get creative with,” says Biles of the latter 
initiative. “A 3D graphic of the band that’s 
made available in the town they’re playing 
that night, for instance.”

It is traditional at this point, when 
discussing online advertising, to evoke the 
menace of  the ad-blocker , the fourth 
horseman of the media apocalypse and 
an almighty headache for advertisers as 
more and more web users choose to lock 
advertising out of their browsing experience. 
Except, luckily, most music industry 
marketers seem to have had few problems 
with blockers, thanks largely to their 
preference for advertising on social media, 
where ad-blockers’ powers are limited.

 “We’ve not been troubled  
 by the rise of ad-blockers  
 so far,”  says Cherry Red’s Archer.  
 “It’s definitely a case of just being  
 smart about how you advertise  
 and who you target, being subtle  
 and not interrupting people’s  
 browsing experience with huge  
 irrelevant ads or banners.”  

This, indeed, might serve as a more general 
rule of successful advertising: “Tell people 
about things they are genuinely interested in 

and they will be happy to see details about 
it,” Archer concludes. “So I think it’s about 
improving the way you advertise which will, 
in turn, improve your results; so it’s a win/win 
situation for the advertiser and audience.”

 The Google/Facebook  
 ad duopoly 

Potentially more worrying for the music 
industry, however, is the dominance of 
Facebook and Google, who accounted for 77% 
of gross ad spending in 2016 in the US, up 
from 72% in 2015, and are expected to take 
home 54% of all digital ad revenue in the UK 
this year. At the moment, as we have seen 
above, the music industry benefits hugely 
from Facebook advertising. 

But Facebook has ambitions in music, 
reportedly offering labels and publishers 
hundreds of millions of dollars in September 
to allow its users to start using music in their 
videos. Facebook’s push into music could 
raise the possibility of conflicted interests as 
rights owners negotiate deals with one of 
their key advertising partners, their options 
restricted by the importance of Facebook as 
a promotional outlet.

The music industry’s complicated 
relationship with Google relates to these 

difficulties. While music business advertisers 
benefit from Google’s promotional might, 
rightsholders are engaged in an endless 
war of words with YouTube over the video 
service’s low per-stream pay outs. 

For the moment, this convoluted 
relationship is holding together, helped by 

a mutual understanding of how important 
music is for Google and vice versa. But the 
possibility of a wider disagreement with 
Google, if rightsholders continue to push 
for improved YouTube pay outs, is enough 
to give most music industry advertisers 
sleepless nights. :)

http://musically.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/10/Sandbox190-3926659.pdf
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TOOLS  
AB testing is a form of experimentation 
where one variable is tested against 
another. For marketers, AB tests can be 
conducted in any number of ways. 

Comparing two different audience segments’ 
response rates to a single advertisement 
would be one common use case. Comparing 
the effectiveness of different ad placements, 
such as mobile versus desktop, would be 
another. Facebook now allows advertisers 
to conduct multiples of these tests at once 
through split testing.

To provide a quick background, Facebook 
ads are broken down into three levels: 
campaign; ad set; and advertisement. A 
campaign is the level at which an overall 
business objective (e.g. traffic, conversions, 
video views, lead generation, reach etc.) is 
decided. Ad sets are created inside a campaign 
and it is at the ad set level where audience 
targeting, delivery optimisation (being billed 
per click or per thousand impressions, for 
example) and placement (see screenshot for 
placement options) are determined. 

Delivery optimisation and placement 
options will vary based on what overall 
campaign objective has been chosen. 
Advertisements are set up inside ad sets, 
which can contain up to 50 different active 
advertisements. The differences between 
advertisements can be on a creative, copy, or 
destination URL level. 

Facebook’s automated split testing takes 
a single ad set and divides its total targeted 
audience into random, non-overlapping 
groups that are shown identical creative. 

Dividing the audience into non-overlapping 
groups not only ensures that other factors 
won’t skew group comparison results, it also 
means that different tested elements of the 
split test’s ad set will have an equal chance 
in the programmatic buying auction. 

This 100% guarantee of non-overlapping 
groups is the single aspect of automated 
split testing that cannot easily be replicated 
by normal human set-up AB tests beyond 
a certain basic level – and it is the primary 
reason to prefer Facebook’s split testing. 
Setting up split tests also saves marketers 

time by allowing them to set up two ad 
sets at once instead of setting up one ad 
set, duplicating it and altering one factor in 
order to manually run an AB test. Note that 
split testing allows the testing of only one 
variable at a time in order to ensure accurate 
results and measurement. 

Split testing only is available across the 
traffic, conversions, video views, reach, lead 
generation, catalogue sales and app installs 
campaign objectives. Within these, a split 
test can only be conducted on the variables 
of target audience, delivery optimisation 

and placement. Testing can be done on five 
different strategies across each of these 
variables at a time. The following are some 
examples of variables that could be split test.

 Audiences: 

l People living in Brooklyn / versus people 
living in Manhattan / versus people living 
in New York City / versus people living in 
London / versus people living in LA
l Women aged 13-22 / versus women aged 
23-32

FACEBOOK SPLIT TESTING
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 Delivery optimisation: 

l Optimise for conversions / versus optimise 
for link clicks / versus optimise for landing 
page views
l Optimise for conversions with a conversion 
window of one day / versus optimise for 
conversions for a conversion window of 
seven days / versus optimise for link clicks

 Placement: 

l Mobile / versus desktop placement
l Automatic / versus customised placements
l Show ad to people connected to Wi-Fi / 
versus people not connected to Wi-Fi

When running a split test, Facebook 
recommends having a large enough budget 
to reach 8,000 unique people per ad set; 
that’s in order to achieve a representative 
sample size and collect robust data 
around the test’s activity. Facebook also 
recommends a four-day test window for the 
most reliable and efficient results. Running 
a test shorter than four days may produce 
insufficient data, while running a test longer 
may mean advertisement strategy could 
have been optimised earlier. 

A split test’s winning ad set is determined 
by analysing the cost per result of each 
tested ad set, weighing it against the 
overall campaign objective and Facebook’s 
simulation of the performance of each 
variable of those results tens of thousands 
of times. The lowest cost per action is the 
main measure of which ad set wins. 

When a winning ad set is determined, 
you’ll receive a notification in your ad 
manager about which test result was the 

winner. To quickly view split test results 
inside the ads manager, click “Filter” and 
then select “Split Test” from the drop-down 
menu to view only the campaigns, ad sets 
and ads that are part of split tests in the 
reporting table. 

Test results are presented as high 
confidence, low confidence and no clear 
winner. High confidence means that one 
variable massively outperformed another 
and the winning variable and ad set would 
likely have repeatedly won the testing were 
the trial to be repeated again. In the case of 
no clear winning ad set, the two strategies 
chosen for testing are not very differentiated 
– which means it’s likely better to test 
different variables in the future. 

To make sure a campaign is getting the 
most effective results after a split test, 
ensure the winning ad set remains active 
after being identified. We also recommend 
performing more split tests and conducting 
AB tests on the creative and copy of 

advertisements themselves. 
Avoiding audience overlap between 

Facebook ad sets – or any ad sets in 
programmatic ad buying – is absolutely 
crucial in order to achieve maximum 
advertisement delivery efficiency. 

This is because ad sets from the same 
advertiser will be in a programmatic buying 
auction against each other when multiple 
ad sets are targeting similar audiences, in 
which case Facebook only will enter the ad 
set with the best performance history into 
the auction. 

This automatically prevents ad budgets 
from competing with each other, which 
would drive up costs and lead to inefficient 
use of budget. Use Facebook’s tool for 
Audiences – www.facebook.com/ads/
manager/audiences/manage/ – to measure 
which created audiences in your business 
managers and ad accounts have overlapping 
audience members.

In order to avoid overlapping audiences, 
refinement and consolidation are the two 
basic methods for doing so. If ad sets 
are very similar and not intended to be 
differentiated, better results might occur 
by consolidating these audiences into one 
and assigning a larger budget to that now-
consolidated audience. 

On the other hand, in order to best 
utilise targeting and insights available from 
different location, age, gender, and interest 
or behaviour-based targeting, refining 
audiences to only include specific, distinct 
and intentionally measured audiences 
will result in deeper insights and a better 
understanding of multiple segments and 
demographic groups. :)
n If you would like Music Ally to run a 
bespoke masterclass in best practice on tools, 
please contact anthony@musically.com

TOOLS FACEBOOK SPLIT TESTING

https://www.facebook.com/ads/manager/audiences/manage/
https://www.facebook.com/ads/manager/audiences/manage/
mailto:anthony@musically.com
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 The latest projects from the digital marketing arena  CAMPAIGNS
If any major artist was going to really embrace 
the possibilities of cryptocurrencies and work 
it into an album campaign, it was always going 
to be Björk. 

She previously re-wrote the rules for album 
apps with Biophilia in 2011 and has been 
experimenting with VR for a number of years 
now. For her, technology becomes a part 
of the creative process, not just a 
marketing hook. 

So, ahead of the release of her 
Utopia album on 24th November, 
fans can buy the album using 
cryptocurrency, proving it’s not 
just hipster coffee bars looking for a 
gimmick or people buying questionable 
“goods” from Silk Road who are flashing the 
Bitcoin these days. Those pre-ordering from 
her official store will have the added incentive 
of being able to earn crypto rewards as well. 

One Little Indian, Björk’s label, has 
partnered with Blockpool (a blockchain 
startup) to build a “‘crypto-checkout plugin” 
so that it can process pre-orders using 
credit/debit cards and PayPal as well as the 
Bitcoin, Audiocoin, Litecoin and Dashcoin 
cryptocurrencies.

Anyone buying the album from the official 
store will get a reward of 100 Audiocoins – 
currently worth $0.19. They will be deposited 
into an e-wallet created for them by Blockpool. 
They can then exchange the coins for other 
cryptocurrencies, keep them as an investment 
or convert them back into ‘normal’ currencies 

like sterling or dollars. Over the next two years, 
they will also be able to earn more Audiocoins 
by interacting with Björk’s music, live events 
and digital activities.

She’s not the first artist to work with 
cryptocurrencies (Imogen Heap did it for her 
‘Tiny Human’ single in 2015 and dance artist 
RAC did it for his Ego album earlier this year), 

but she’s certainly the biggest. The fact 
that there is a reward incentive tied 

in is interesting, especially as fans 
can grow their earnings the more 
they engage. 

Blockpool CEO Kevin Bacon 
told music:)ally, “People have 

done things with crypto and artists 
before, but this is the first time a 

global artist has done anything like this. 
While it will be interesting to see how the 
crypto community responds to this, Utopia 
is also a gateway for people to go into crypto 
for the first time. Björk is the best artist in the 
world we could imagine doing this.”

It’s like a benevolent twist of the more 
grasping strategy adopted by Taylor Swift 
earlier this year for fans wanting to secure 
tickets for her 2018 world tour. They were 
encouraged not only to tweet about her but 
also to buy as much merchandise as possible 
to propel themselves higher up the queue. 
What maybe was intended as a way to stem 
touting and ensure real fans got tickets was 
ultimately castigated as a fleecing of her fans. 
The approach here can be seen as a new twist 
on cashback. Let’s call it cashbjörk. 

Crossfaith, a Japanese metal band, are 
letting fans unlock their new EP if they 
can keep headbanging. Developed by 
Sony Music and agency Ogilvy & Mather, it 
functions via a user’s webcam and responds 
to movement, letting the audio from the 
‘Freedom’ EP play as long as you furiously 
headbang along. But if you stop or slow 
down too much, the audio cuts out. 

It’s not all just about cranial kinetics being 
the way to hear music – there is also an 
inevitable gamification of the whole thing. 
Fans will be scored on their headbanging 
(presumably based on how fast and 
consistent they are) and, if they make it all 
the way to the end without passing out or 
causing themselves an aneurysm, they will 
get to see the artwork for the release. We 
trust the artwork doesn’t disappear after 
a few seconds as it will take some time 
before people’s eyes stop wobbling and 
their head stops spinning in order to take 
the image in properly.

This put us in mind of the initiative 
Sony worked on with We Make Awesome 
Sh for the Calvin Harris album 18 Months, 

back in 2012. Users could hear the album 
for free via a dedicated app – but only if 
they kept dancing (or moving), deploying 
the accelerometer in the iPhone to unlock 
the audio. 

It is all wonderfully tongue-in-cheek, 
from the dedicated URL (makeitmetal.
jp) to the joking encouragements to keep 
headbanging if you slow down, asking if 
you’re getting tired before reminding you 
that “metal never sleeps.” 

This is also a tremendous health and 
safety warning before the headbanging 
commences that is worth reciting here. 
“Safety first, be realistic about what you can 
and cannot do to make the headbanging 
experience as safe as possible,” it says. “Take 
personal responsibility for your own safety 
and those around you. Stop immediately if 
you feel unwell. Just go straight to buying 
the CD!”

As with the Iron Maiden/Angry Birds 
tie up that we covered in the last issue of 
sandbox, other genres really could learn a 
lot from how metal is not afraid to poke fun 
at itself. 

Horns up!

MORE HEADBANG FOR YOUR BUCKBJÖRKCHAIN: SINGER SELLS ALBUM FOR CRYPTOCURRENCY
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 The latest projects from the digital marketing arena  CAMPAIGNS
South Korean boyband BTS (it, apparently, 
stands for Beyond The Scene) have exploded 
far beyond their home country and powerful 
social engagement with a global fanbase has 
been a key part of their rapid ascent. 

The seven-piece group – whose members 
contain the astoundingly named Rap Monster 
(real name: Kim Nam-joon) – have gone top 10 
in the US with their Love Yourself: Her album 
this year. The band have collaborated with 
Steve Aoki and The Chainsmokers’ Andrew 
Taggart, among others, to accelerate their 
crossover. 

Given the huge success of Line in Asia, 
it was only a matter a time before BTS did 
something big with the messaging app. And 
so it follows that the members have “created” 
their own characters to be used as stickers 
in Line’s range of apps. They go under the 
umbrella of BT21 and were “inspired” by 
the doodlings of each band member. There 
are, confusingly, eight characters—one for 
each band member, plus an additional one to 
represent the group as a whole and their fans, 
who collectively are known as ARMY. 

But stickers are just the start of it. Really, 
they are a hook to sell spin-off merchandise, 
accessories and clothing that will feature the 
characters prominently. 

“It’ll be like a walking billboard that’s great 
for the [BT21] brand, and from the consumer’s 
point of view it will be a show of identity,” 
Sehoon Chang, the CEO of Line Friends 
America, told Billboard. “Engaging with 
the fans is really important.”

There’s a strange bait-and-switch dynamic 
going on as the end goal is not to super-serve 
existing BTS fans by selling spin-off characters, 
but rather to use the characters as a hook for 
what Chang called “just ordinary people who 
don’t really know about BTS.” The logic, for 
what it’s worth, is that these “ordinary people” 
will fall in love with the characters and then 
track back their connection to BTS and fall in 
love with the boyband. Double bubble. Maybe. 

Who knows if it’ll work, but you can’t fault 
their confidence. And as anyone in the fickle 
and high-churn world of boybands will tell you, 
façade and assurance will take you a long way 
(for a few years, anyway). 

Fresh from attacking President Trump 
in a freestyle rap video that properly 
exploded (now at 37.7m views on the 
BETNetworks YouTube channel after 
just three weeks), Eminem began 
virally teasing his Revival album 
ahead of its release on 17th November – his 
first new album in four years. 

The rapper’s manager, Paul Rosenberg, 
kicked off the whole wheeze with an 
Instagram post ostensibly claiming to have in 
his hand the new album by rapper Yelawolf, 
an act signed to Shady Records in 2013. 

But that wasn’t the main hook. 
Rosenberg was holding the CD up by his 
office window and on the building opposite 
was a poster for a product (looking vaguely 
pharmaceutical) called Revival. Except the 
“E” in Revival was backwards just like in… 
Eminem’s logo. What are the chances? 

A quick Google will bring you to the 
askaboutrevival.com site where it says it is 
“currently in clinical trials” and asks that you 
check back later. It claims to treat a condition 
called Atrox Rithimus (translating from Latin 
as “terrible rhyme”) 
and that it is “a non-
injectable medication 
given through the 
ear canal, and is not 
intended for anal 
use.” 

There is also a 
spoof video of two 
hikers talking about 

treating the condition (with this caveat: 
“Hikers in video not actual AR sufferers/
hikers”) and the payoff line, “With Revival, I 
won’t waste my one shot.” This, of course, 
is a reference to lyrics in Eminem’s ‘Lose 
Yourself.’

There are lots of hidden jokes in the 
medical blub about the product (like the non-
existent Fleem’s Syndrome, “male pattern 
baldness (most commonly in women)” 
and “sudden nut allergies”) as well as 
trainspottery lyrical references. It also had a 
real-world incarnation, appearing as a half-
page ad in the sports section of the Detroit 
Free Press as well as in the commercial 
break during Saturday Night Live, sending 
fans off on an Easter egg hunt. 

At the moment, it’s pretty much self-
contained on the one website, unlike the 
exasperating deep-linking to multiple sites 
that defined the Arcade Fire campaign for 

Everything Now earlier 
this year. The lesson 
here is that if you 
are going to go the 
spoof route, double 
down and do it really 
well in one place and 
avoid the diminishing 
returns of a scattergun 
approach. Please.  

BTS LINE UP
REVIVAL OF THE FITTEST
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Sleep Well Beast is the seventh album from The National and their first since 2013’s Trouble Will Find Me. It debuted at #1 in the UK – making it not only 
their first #1 album in Britain but also the first #1 album for 4AD in its 37-year history. WILL TOMPSETT, head of marketing at 4AD, explains why an album 
pre-order and tour ticket pre-sale mechanic became a huge part of the initial push, how cryptic ads and murals built anticipation, where streamers were 
converted into buyers and why getting a #1 opens far more doors and gives a campaign a whole new lease of life. 

Touring bridges into the new album  
and then amplifies it on release
Their last album was 2013 and they 
headlined the O2 in London at the end of 
2014. They also headlined Latitude last 
summer, which was technically off cycle 
but was warming the waters.

‘Day I Die’ was the main track [from the 
new album] on release and they played 
that at Latitude. It had been in the set for 
a while, so fans knew that something was 
bubbling. 

We started discussing the project 
tangibly with management in January this 
year. There was quite an ambitious live plot 
that they were tying around the record – 
although the record wasn’t finished at this 
point as they were still recording it.

Working the album pre-order  
and ticket pre-sale simultaneously 
Management are based in the US and 
they were having lots of discussions 
about ticket bundling and the options 
available in the US; they ended up working 
with Official Community there for ticket 
bundling. They were looking at what 
options were available in the UK and 

Photo: Graham MacIndoe



Europe around where we could use the live 
announcement.

 For a band like this, their live  
 side is a huge part of it.  We knew 
they were going to do four shows at 
Hammersmith. They are still seen maybe 
as a cult band by a lot of people and some 
were surprised to see how high they 
were on the Glastonbury bill this summer 
[just below headliners Foo Fighters on 
the Pyramid Stage]. The people who love 
them really do love them, but they are not 
a stadium act; they prefer to play smaller 
shows to die-hard fans and play a number 
of them.

Normally those conversations are closer 
to the announcement of the record. They 
are our biggest band and we knew that 
something was coming for a while because 
they had these live plans. So we started 
discussions in January about possible 
ticket options in the UK. As a label, we have 
explored this before, but things haven’t 
fallen into place necessarily.

Pre-sales have never been tied to actual 
pre-orders before, so we were really keen, 

given the amount of time we had to work 
on it, to get a really decent  pre-order  and 
pre-sale offering in.

We were keen to see if we could convert 
those fans who buy tickets to two or three 
of the shows on the tour into tangible 
sales.

In the UK we ended up working with 
Songkick who were a really good partner. 
Sandbag do  the 4AD label store , but the 
band have their own European web store – 
although that isn’t chart eligible.

We had a really good conversation with 
management who said they were happy to 
drive all European traffic to our web store 
because it was chart eligible. It was a key 
priority for us to get chart sales. Sandbag 
are eligible for Ireland, the UK and France 
– which were among the territories where 
the band was going to be playing live.

We worked with Sandbag and Songkick 
to set up a mechanism whereby, if you 
pre-ordered the album [on CD or vinyl], you 
would get pre-sale access to an allocation 
of tickets before they went on general sale 
[ex-North America]. 

In the UK, we built  a splash page  

with a geo-targeted smartlink in order 
to get the chart-eligible sales in as many 
territories as possible.

We worked with Sandbag directly in 
the UK, Ireland and France to direct fans 
there to buy the album. Then we worked 
with different retailers in Germany, 
the Netherlands, Belgium and some 
Scandinavian countries where we directed 
fans to chart-eligible retailers there.

For all European messaging, the 
“pre-order now” button was powered 
by SmartURL and linked out to multiple 
chart-eligible retailers across Europe. 
There was a “no purchase necessary link” 
on the page as well during the pre-order/
pre-sale phase that was scanned by 
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Songkick’s anti-scalping software to root 
out secondary ticketing.

Our local offices in those territories 
were really good at going out and finding 
an independent retailer that they wanted 
to partner with on the campaign. Then we 
could ensure we could send them enough 
stock on the first day.

 From a fan perspective, it was  
 clean because there was only one  
 link that – ex-North America – the  
 band were messaging and that we  
 were messaging.  This was driving 
fans to one splash page with all the tour 
dates and which met all the criteria we 
needed to qualify for chart eligibility. 
When you clicked on the pre-order link, 
depending on where you were browsing, 
you would be taken to a different retailer 
that was chart eligible. We did this via 
smartURL.

That went live on 11th May – so 
effectively four months ahead of the 
album release. This coincided with the 
actual album announcement, so we had 
the album and the tour announced at the 
same time. 

Ads working as pre-album teasers
On the few days before this, we put some 
video-motion ads up in Times Square in 
New York as well as in London, LA, Chicago, 
Melbourne, Toronto and Copenhagen.

They were cryptic teaser outdoor ads 
and when they went up, we started sharing 
pictures. The band also replicated with 
versions on their socials. So we had two 
days of intense speculation among the 
fans and on outlets like Pitchfork.

Pentagram are the creative agency who 
did all the artwork and branding for the 
campaign. They worked closely with Casey 
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Reas who did all the videos across  
the campaign. There was a consistent  
look to the release from the outset.  
Not a lot of bands can pull this off, but  
 we subscribe to the self-fulfilling  
 prophecy that if you tell people  
 something is a big deal, they  
 want an excuse to get excited. By  
 going in big on that, people realise  
 that they are a big band. They can  
 justify doing that because they go  
 for these big looks. 

There are good interviews online with 
Pentagram and the band [on Creative 
Review] about how they worked out this 
faux-corporate identity that they were 
building. They’d liked the idea of doing 
gimmicky office supplies to build the 
identity around it. It was all tongue-in-
cheek things.

Everything went out at a minute 
past midnight EST across the campaign 
because, with the album being called Sleep 
Well Beast, they liked the idea of things 
going out in the middle of the night.

They put up a brief teaser with audio 
24 hours before the track went out, but 
we worked with Shazam to get the audio 

blocked so that it didn’t show up in search 
results when people went to tag it. We 
were able to have it so that it just came up 
that the track wasn’t recognised. 

Once the track went live, Shazam 
switched it on so that people could tag 
it. We did that with each track that we 
put out pre-release. Before the track was 
announced, it was just a short five-second 
loop with animation from Pentagram.

Making the album announcement  
a big moment
We announced the album at midnight on 
11th May – so it had the album details, 
the single, the video and all the tour 
dates. It was everything in one go to make 
it as big an announcement as we could 
have gone for.

Because they were playing Glastonbury 
at the end of June, we wanted to go early 
and have some new music before the 
festival as we wanted that to be a big 

moment. The track went straight onto 
the 6 Music A-list. Then they played 
Glastonbury in June and a week after that 
another new track was released. 

The big single, ‘The System Only Dreams 
In Total Darkness’, was the one that went 
out when we announced the album in May. 
That was the one that carried on, especially 
in Europe, at radio across the summer.

The track that came out after 
Glastonbury, ‘Guilty Party’ was more  
of a fan track. The streaming services were 
really supportive, so effectively it worked out 
that in the four-month lead up there were 
four tracks released. They were also instant 
grats on iTunes and for all digital pre-orders. 
It all meant there was new music coming 
out every three or four weeks.

‘The System…’ was the one that got on 
US and UK radio, carrying it into the album. 
‘Guilty Party’ was more of an album track 
as was ‘Carin At The Liquor Store’, which 
went out at the start of August.
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Cryptic murals set the tone and  
feel for the rest of the campaign
‘Day I Die’ was seen as the next big single 
to go out. For that one, the band were very 
keen to push the lyrics. Leading into the 
track release, there was a mural that went 
up in Brooklyn and another one that went 
up in Shoreditch [in London]. They went 
up a week before the track was released 
– with the lyrics painted to match the 
aesthetics of the album campaign, using 
their colours and fonts.

It just had the lyrics and the hashtag. 
If you followed that hashtag just before 
the release, we were uploading clips of the 
video and images but without any audio. It 
was a way of getting people to speculate 
that there was a track coming out.

That might seem a strange one to do 
with a track that was coming later in the 
pre-order campaign, but it felt like a way 
to be able to distinguish it as more of a 
big single as opposed to ‘Guilty Party’ and 
‘Carin At The Liquor Store’ which were 
more fan tracks. 

That was a week in advance of the 
track coming out. It was replicated on the 
socials by the band again. Once the track 
was released, we had the murals updated 
with the band name and track title to 
make it a bit clearer for anyone who was 
passing by.

Week of release and converting  
streamers into buyers
It was the band’s first #1 album in the UK 
and it was also the label’s first #1 album in 
the UK. It also got to #2 in the US.

They doubled their monthly listeners 
on Spotify and the streaming services 
across the board were very supportive 
from the outset.
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 We got the most pre-orders we  
 have ever had on our store by a  
 huge distance within a day – and  
 that was because of the pre-order  
 and pre-sale bundle. 

The first-week sales were heavy on 
vinyl. Streaming was also strong and it 
was downloads that [made up] the least. 
Streaming has continued strongly as  
has physical since the album came out. It 
was very heavily weighted towards vinyl 
in the territories where we had pushed 
that mechanism.

We knew they were fans who would 
listen to the album [on week of release], 
but it was about trying to convert them 
into actually buying the record rather than 
streaming it or downloading it. For us it 
was exciting that there was the potential 
of it being a #1 record. So that in itself 
would become a story and there would be 
more press around that – plus there would 
be more opportunities at radio.

Once the album came out, they were in 
Europe touring from release. They played 
four shows in Hammersmith about a 
fortnight after the album came out and 
they were able to play Later... With Jools 
Holland [on BBC 2] and do a 6 Music 
session. The timing was perfect to keep 

things going over six weeks rather 
than have a big first week and see 
things drop off entirely.

Having ambitious initiatives 
like the Times Square  ads and 
the murals was about persuading 
people to put their hands in their 
pockets – that this was a big band 
and this was a big moment. It was 
about saying that this wasn’t just 
something for fans; it was about 
pitching it as something bigger 

than that. It was putting them into a more 
public position.

Spreading the marketing and  
using the new leverage a #1 gives you
The marketing was spread out. Rather 
than running for a few weeks around 
announcement, we were running things 
at a low level throughout the campaign. 
We kept it running for a while in multiple 
territories after release and had outdoor 
ads to back it up as well.

The press campaign was always strong, 
but now [the PRs] are getting more offers 
from the fact that they have had a #1 
album. Magazines felt they could justify 
putting them on the cover rather than just 
have them in features. There is also talk 
about them maybe going to Radio 2.

Now they are a #1 act, that can open 
more doors. There are more videos to come 
and they’re going to play Ellen in the US. It 
has opened things up for them.

The label, management and the band 
were very good at being flexible. The band 
did lots of live-streamed shows in the 
build up to it from festival so they were in 
people’s news cycles on a weekly basis – 
even outside of music being released.

Four months is such a long time, but it 

still built with the fourth track being the big 
single to go out; so it picked up momentum 
on release which we were relieved about. It 
didn’t feel like people were bored of it and 
there was still excitement around it.

Songkick was a key partner and  
its loss will be keenly felt 
Songkick was a really important partner 
on it, so to see them disappear on the 
campaign side with CrowdSurge going 
under has been quite frustrating given 
some of the campaigns we have coming 
up next year. Our goal is always to reach 
people who will hopefully buy the album 
anyway, but it’s about persuading them to 
pre-order from the outset so that we know 
how the campaign is looking and where 
it is at – which all means we can be more 
ambitious with budgets.

I hope we will do more bundle stuff and 
we are exploring options with different 
partners. Because of the way Songkick 
integrated, we were able to work with 
international partners and work with 
different retailers to get strong week-
one sales. That was really important, so 
it’s looking at how we can do it now and 
still keep it simple for fans and keep the 
messaging clear.

Songkick were great because they had 
the trackers for artists, which we don’t 
have. That means we had access to far 
greater numbers of people who had bought 
tickets for the band before so we know 
they are keen fans. That’s far stronger 
than something like knowing you have X 
number of Facebook fans but you are going 
to have to pay a lot of money to reach 
them and they are not necessarily people 
who have ever actually engaged on a keen 
fan level.
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Instagram surged forward as  
a key social channel this time round 
Facebook is big for them, but  Instagram  
really grew quite a lot for them. For every 
track that went out before the album, they 
put out teasers two or three days before 
using the aesthetics from Pentagram and 
Casey Reas. 

We were all ambitious from the 
beginning and it was nice to have a 
campaign that was that little bit longer and 
where we had a bit more time to do all this 
stuff. It wasn’t like we had six weeks to 
cram all this in and some stuff had to fall 
by the wayside.

Everyone worked incredibly hard across 
the project. The management were really 
great as were the band. It was very much a 
huge team effort. :) 
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WANT TO FEATURE IN  
BEHIND THE CAMPAIGN? 
Marketing people: do you have a campaign you are working 
on that you would like to see featured in Behind The Campaign 
in a future edition of sandbox? If so, send a brief synopsis of 
it to Eamonn Forde for consideration and your work (and your 
words) could appear here.
Email: eamonn.forde@me.com
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music:)ally is a music business 
information and strategy company. 

We focus on the change taking 
place in the industry and provide 
information and insight into every 
aspect of the business: consumer 
research analysing the changing 
behaviour and trends in the 
industry, consultancy services to 
companies ranging from blue chip 
retailers and telecoms companies 
to start-ups; and training around 
methods to digitally market 
your artists and maximise the 
effectiveness of digital campaigns 
as well as events. 

We are now also offering digital 
marketing services to labels, artist 
managers, artists and other music 
related companies from campaign 
advice and strategy through to 
implementation and execution.

 Clients include: 

Universal Music, Warner Music, 
Sony Music, Spotify, Deezer,  
Ignition, Beggars, Modest, Red Bull, 
Shazam, Domino and more

If you have a digital campaign 
related story for sandbox,  
please contact Eamonn Forde on 
eamonn.forde@me.com 

If you’d like to talk to us about our 
digital marketing/mentoring
training services, consultancy or 
specific research services, please 
contact Wesley T. A’Harrah on 
wesley@musically.com

For all training and development 
queries, please contact  
Chiara Michieletto on  
chiara@musically.com
 
If you’d like to subscribe, add 
new subscribers, or talk about 
a corporate deal please contact  
Anthony Churchman on 
anthony@musically.com

 Digital marketing services 

 Campaign support services: 

• Strategy
• CRM and Email tools
• Digital housekeeping
• Social networking updates
• Search and online advertising
• Mobile applications
• Blogs and online PR outreach
• Measuring campaign  
   effectiveness

Contact Wesley T. A’Harrah on  
wesley@musically.com or  
+44 (0)20 7250 3637 to discuss  
your digital marketing needs.

 Training services: 

• In house company mentoring
• Workshops
• Digital briefings
• Digital MOT sessions

music:)ally has delivered digital 
marketing training sessions for 
a wide range of clients including 
Universal Music, EMI, AIM/London 
Connected and many individuals

Check out music:)ally’s training 
opportunities here 
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